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How to factory reset zmodo model zp ibh15 w

Smart Home Zmodo ZP-IBH13-W - network surveillance camera | ZP-IBH13-W Surveillance Camera Surveillance Camera Sensitivity Minimum Illumination (lux) Networking Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n DDNS, DHCP, DNS, HTTP, SMTP, TCP/IP, UDP/IP, UPnP
Interfaces Power Device Power Consumption Operational Video Input network surveillance camera Miscellaneous Power System Requirements Android 2.3 or later, Apple iOS 6.0 or later, Microsoft Windows Vista / XP / 7 / 8 Dimensions & Weight Environmental Parameters Min Operating Temperature Max Operating
Temperature CCTV Camera Sensitivity Minimum Illumination (lux) Si hemos realizado alguna configuración en nuestra cámara IP y no podemos acceder, podemos restaurar los valores de fábrica. Para ello vamos a explicar como hacer un Reset de fábrica. Debemos pulsar durante 10-15 segundos el botón Reset esta
en la parte inferior de la cámara IP. Para pulsar este botón podemos utilizar un pequeño alambre como un clip, un alfiler o un pequeño punzón . Este punzón debe ser lo suficientemente fino para alcanzar el pulsador del interior de la cámara con la cámara encendida durante 10-15 segundos (dependiendo del modelo
de cámara) También es posible desde la configuración de la cámara hacer un reset y restaurar así los valores de fábrica. Pero si no es posible acceder a la cámara , o por ejemplo no recordamos el nombre de usuario/contraseña de acceso podemos hacer este proceso para volver a los valores iniciales. Podemos
pulsar el botón mediante un pequeño punzón, alambre,.. mientras la cámara esta encendida para volver a los valores iniciales. Como hacer un reset en una cámara IP Foscam Donde esta el reset cámara IP interior En la mayoría de modelos interior el botón reset suele estar en la parte inferior de la cámara.  En otros
modelos puede estar en la parte trasera, aunque en cualquier caso debe indicarlo los manuales y debe venir indicado en la propia cámara. botón reset cámara ip interior [pricingtable id=”14904″] Donde esta botón reset cámara IP exterior: El botón reset es un pulsador se encuentra junto al conector de ethernet y el
conector de alimentación. reset cámara ip exterior [pricingtable id=”14909″] First of all, I want to say how pissed off I am that I had to wait a week for my account to be approved to post here. I have 4 ZP-IBH15-W cameras, and my problem is this. A week ago I changed the SSID for my wireless network. I used Zviewer in
an attempt to change which SSID the cameras would connect to, but when I told them to scan for networks, the list remained empty. It didn’t even show the network they currently connected to. I honestly didn’t think much of it because Zviewer is a near complete failure as a piece of software, so I just used it to issue a
factory reset command to all my cameras. Now they are all flashing green and none of them are broadcasting the ZMD_SAP network for configuring the cameras. I’ve checked with four different devices, two phones and two computers. I’ve left them unpowered for nearly a week to see if that would help them finish
resetting, but no dice. Now I have an NVR and four useless cameras. Have you tried using Zbatch or IPCSearch to reset them? Zviewer is a pretty crappy program when it comes to configuring anything. Hell, I could only use it to view the cameras on the local network and only the SD streams when viewing all 4 streams
at the same time. I have only been able to use the zmodo app to configure my cameras/nvr but when I wanted to switch the network the cams were on, I just used IPCSearch and right clicked on each camera and switched the wireless network they were on, hooked up the nvr to the same network and everything was
great. I will however never buy Zmodo again due to being such a pain in the butt. The reset seems to have worked, so far as that they don’t connect to my network anymore. The problem is that they won’t broadcast the ZMD_SAP network for me to connect and configure them. A little while back I had the same
problem/issue with my 720p Wireless Outdoor cams. I do not have an NVR but they are ZP-IBH15-W models so hopefully the following will work for you as it did for me… 1.Open ZMODO App on phone 2.Remove the device(s) 3.Close and/or Force Close ZMODO ((Open up Application Manager - Select ZMODO - Select
“Force Close”)) 4.Open ZMODO App 5.Connect to the Wi-Fi you want the Cams on (If Alreadybconnected no need to reconnect) 6. In ZMODO select + Add New Device 7. Select QR Code 8. Go in front of Your camera 9. Input password for the Wi-Fi Network 10. Increase Volume till the EZLink Assistants Voice can be
heard 11. Once a EZLink QR Code is displayed on your phone hold it 6"-10" in front of the camera, and as perpendicular to the angle of the device as possible You want your canera to directly see the QR code on screenphone screen The Light should Switch to Blue and an Audible Confirmation from the App should be
heard, followed by the Camera Setup page showing the Camera ID where you can Name the Camera and set a Password If it takes longer than 5 seconds try increasing the brightness of your phone, make sure screen is clean, and try moving the phone an inch or two closer then farther from the lens. No where was this
Method listed or printed on any Installation guide for the ZP-IBH15-W or ZM-W000* camera models. Spent many frustrating days of countless Power-cycling, Forum Scrolling, and Re-Re-trying the Customer Support suggested methods with no luck at all… I think it was the 4th or 5th In-App Help Chat Representative the
listened to my issue, and instead of making me do the entire Troubleshooting-101 Checklist again she typed a playful chuckle in response to my long-winded obviously-agitated recap and then suggested I try this method which immediately worked and solved such a frustrating issue!!! May your own Green Blinking Light
be fixed as mine was!!! Worked on all my ZP-IBH15-W Cams 1 Like Holy hell that actually worked, and strangely enough once I connected one back to the network, the other 3 all followed suit! Without even touching them! Excellent!!! I had the same reaction It blew me away… Glad I could pass along a working solution
to ya!!! Zmodo should have made it clear that updating the firmware would change the way cameras are configured. I had the same issues and only figured it out when setting up the free 720p camera they sent me. I just switched routers. I have tried everything above, with no luck, just a flashing green light. I have
disconnected, forced stop, removed and replaced app, etc. Nothing. Cannot add the devices back again, regardless of using the QR code, or any of the other methods available in the app. Any last bit of advice before I junk 2 Zmodo cams forever? Have you tried removing the devices via the newest version of the Zmodo
app and then adding them back just like they were new devices? I had the same issue. After the last update, the cameras now must be added by using the QR Code. I got this to work after trying every other combination I could think of. Good luck! 1 Like Thanks SCC. After multiple tries of doing the same thing, for some
reason it finally worked. It was uninstalling the app, and then following the instructions for new install that finally got them working again. What a pain. 1 Like Thank you wynkyipcams for that set-up procedure. I had to change my wi fi password and did not realize the process had changed. 1 Like To my ignorant and utter
amazement, after hours of fiddling, fussing and fuming—this works! Home Categories FAQ/Guidelines Terms of Service Privacy Policy I have 8, Funlux sPoE cameras on the Funlux NVR that I was able to connect to a computer that I setup as my Blue Iris Cam computer. I also have an old Wanscam PTZ cam accessible
via the Blue Iris software as well and it operates very well. I then decided to buy some Funlux Wi-Fi cameras, model number ZP-IBT15-W, to add to my Blue Iris system of cameras. I have tried iSpy and ONVIF device manager to find the correct URL to use, but I can not get these cameras to be accessible via Blue Iris.
They do have an IP address, which I set reserved on my DHCP server, I can ping them, and I can view them through the Zmodo website, but I can not access the web page of the device directly using its IP address nor determine what the URL settings I need. I keep getting access denied and yes, I have verified the
admin password I am entering to be correct. Has anyone had any experience with this particular model of Wi-Fi cameras, and if so, what can I do to get them setup to work with Blue Iris. If these cameras will not work from previous attempts by others, what brand and model should I buy. I only need to add the two Wi-Fi
cameras to compliment what I already have working. Run the nmap (for Windows, Zenmap) program against the camera, and determine if it has an Onvif port (usually 8999) open. If so, be certain the Onvif port number in Blue Iris agrees with the camera. If not, redefine the port number, then tell Blue Iris to auto-detect
the camera. Was anyone ever able to get these working with Blue Iris, I have four of them to get working. there are two revisions of the camera...the newer model does not support third party software...toss them and start over, they are junk... Seriously, $80 down the drain? I have 4 FunLux cams now that are connected
to a NVR via POE, they are not junk so I assumed these would be equally OK for my modest home application. I can't return them because the box they came in was thrown away. I have seen posts where people have got these working via "rtsp"? Just a bit new and don't understand the lingo. I have 4 FunLux cams now
that are connected to a NVR via POE, they are not junk so I assumed these would be equally OK for my modest home application. I can't return them because the box they came in was thrown away. I have seen posts where people have got these working via "rtsp"? Just a bit new and don't understand the lingo. 1 - they
are junk, you just dont know it yet. 2 - you never mentioned an NVR, you MAY be able to stream from the NVR..you will need to find the rtsp stream.. 3- like i said there are TWO versions of the firmware...the later one does NOT support rtsp. ... these cams should not be used for surveillance...cut your loses...80 bux is
nothing..that is less then the price of a decent camera (100).. The NVR was purchased earlier with 4 POE cameras, its only a 4 channel, not sure it will do more if wireless? OK, I'd still like some input by others to see what options I might have. Seriously, $80 down the drain? Hi Zukdj, Yes. $80 down the drain. AND just to
be clear --- if this is a zmodo product it is NOT PoE. Seriously. No I mean seriously, you have been defrauded. Welcome to Fraudulent Funlux / Zmodo products. Absolute garbage of a brand and company. If you bought them recently return them, if they refuse to take it back open a complaint with your state's attorney's
office and the market place where you bought them ( ebay, amazon ) as well as the payment processing company ( CC, paypal ) Get a copy of the Ad, and seriously do what you can to get your money back. imho they should be sued for false advertising. I recently posted this iirc here in a zmodo thread title: .. compare to
a zmodo / annke / sannce / funlux "POE" system?: All of those brands seem to like to deceive customers into thinking they are selling an affordable PoE security camera system, when in fact the system is NOT PoE and does not meet any PoE standards and is not compatible with IP cameras. Those are proprietary
systems which once you read more about you will find they are back pedaling and then calling them "sPOE" - what they call simplified POE. They are clearly being fraudulent, thus I recommend avoiding them and getting something which meets PoE standards and allows you to plug in ONVIF spec cameras to the
system. Examples of fraudulent misrepresentation and/or deceptive practices: Claiming NVR and cameras are POE, when it is not - look for terms like sPoE and simplified PoE. Claiming system is 1080p, when the NVR is capable of displaying to a 1080p monitor/TV but only able to handle 720p cameras. Claiming
system is 1080p, upon closer look you notice "1080p lite" - which does not meet 1080p standards. Typically look for less fps. ( frames per second ) Inferring that the system is 1080p by using the term 1080N, noting that 1080N = 960×1080=1036800 pixels vs. 720p = 1280x720 = 921600 vs 1080p = 1920x1080 =
2073600 Claiming cameras are IP cameras, but you will notice that the cameras only work with their branded "NVR", and may in fact be analog cameras for all we know. Claiming system is digital, using banking level security, and secure vs an analog system which is not secure. Absolute BS, from companies which will
not hire enough talented software engineers. OK, I'd still like some input by others to see what options I might have. Try this config below. It's working on a Zmodo 4 channel NVR with 4 of the Zmodo ZP-IBH15-S1 cams with sPOE that look like the image below. The second image is the config that works. Leave camera
number at '1' for all 4, only the cam's IP address is different for each cam. I have 8, Funlux sPoE cameras on the Funlux NVR that I was able to connect to a computer that I setup as my Blue Iris Cam computer. See my suggestion above, it may work on Funlux. Here's a screenshot via TeamViewer today of the working, 3
year old installation at a friend's home. The Zmodo cams above are 'sPOE' as in 'simplified' I guess. The power is about 19VDC and is not on pins 4&5 (+) and 7&8 (-) as 'genuine' POE expects. Early versions had an RJ-45, later ones a micro USB. I would never recommend these cams, I hooked up BI to a set of 4 and
NVR a friend inherited. One out of the 4 failed after about 2-1/2 years but was replaced about 4 months ago. My friend paid $50 for one on eBay, as Zmodo refused to honor their so-called 3 year warranty, their support and sales ignored all e-mails. Best to return if at all possible; if not, they can be made to work as
configured above. Yeah, mine are totally wireless ZP-IBT15-W, no reset. I have the IP addresses and can get to them with the ZMODO app however not in BI. Yeah, mine are totally wireless ZP-IBT15-W, no reset. I have the IP addresses and can get to them with the ZMODO app however not in BI. Every device
connected to your network has an IP address that doesn't mean it's providing an rtsp stream Understood however I was told these we compatible with Blue Iris, I guess that was a lie. Like I said there are two versions of this camera some are some are not... The NVR Maybe.... Why don't you try what was suggested to
you and try to connect directly to the NVR and stream each camera feed from the NVR Page 2 Nobody even knows how to reset these pieces of crap so I can resell them. NVR is POE only and already has 4 cams on it I am trapped with the same problem
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